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Model OEK-3 Optics Experiment Kit 
 for General Physics Education 

11. Franhoffer diffraction 

12. Fresnel diffraction 

13. Analyzing polarization statuses 

14. Assembling spectrometers 

15. Recording and reconstructing holograms 

16. Making holographic gratings 

17. Abbe imaging principle 

18. Pseudo-color encoding 

19. Measure air refractive index 

20. Grating diffraction 

1. Measuring focal length  

2. Assembling microscope 

3. Assembling telescope 

4. Assembling slide projector 

5. Measuring nodal location 

6. Young’s double-slit interference 

7. Interference of double-edge prism 

8. Interference of double mirrors 

9. Interference of Lloyd’s mirror 

10. Calculating surface curvature 

Experiment Examples 

Lambda Scientific specializes in developing and manufacturing various 

spectroscopic instruments, physics education kits, optical components, 

opto-mechanic parts, and light sources. 
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summary of  how to make a submission.

What can you submit?

* Scientific Article

A scientific paper in any area of optics.

* Review Article

Simply give a run down of the work conducted at your

laboratory, or some aspect of this work.

* Conference Report

* News Item

* Book Review
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Reviewing of papers

On submission of a scientific or review article you may

request that the paper be refereed, and if subsequently

accepted it will be identified as a refereed paper in the

contents page. The refereeing process will be the same

as for any of the regular peer reviewed scientific

journals. Please bear in mind that refereeing takes time

and the article should therefore be submitted well in

advance of the publication date.

How can you submit?

� The easiest way is by email. We accept nearly all file

formats. (Famous last words!).

� Submitted articles will be imported into an Adobe

Pagemaker file. It is best if the diagrams and other

graphics are submitted as separate files. All common

graphics formats are acceptable, but the resolution must

be in excess of 300d.p.i.. Be aware that all colour

diagrams will be rendered in grayscale, so if you do use

colours, choose colours that show up well in grayscale.

� When using Greek letters and mathematical

symbols, use font sets such as Symbol or MT Extra.

Please avoid using symbols that are in Roman fonts,

where the Option or Alt key is used; e.g. Opt-m in

Times font on the Mac for the Greek letter mu.

� If using TeX, use a style file similar to that for Phys

Rev. Letters (one column for the title, author and by-

line, and two for the main body). The top and bottom

margins must be at least 20mm and the side margins

25mm. Submit  a pdf file with the diagrams included, as

well as copies of the diagrams in their original format in

separate files.

� If using a word processor, use a single column. If

you do include the graphics in the main document, they

should be placed in-line rather than with anchors, but

must be submitted separately as well.
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The next conference after that will be the ACOFT

conference in July 2006 in Melbourne, at which we may

hold a one-day AOS meeting, much as happened in

Canberra in 2004. As I write this, the AOS council is

having an e-meeting to make a decision on this and other

conference related matters. The e-meetings do not

happen in real time, which is  why I’m able to write this,

but rather they run via email according to a protocol

instituted by Keith Nugent when he was president.

Anyway, as presaged by an earlier President’s report,

the main item off busineess in the current meeting is

whether the AOS should take on 50% ownership of the

ACOFT meetings, i.e. the 50% that was owned by the

Photonics CRC before its demise. The timing, vis a vis

this newsletter, is a little unfortunate but an

announcement on the outcomes of this meeting, in

particular whether there is an AOS meeting in July 2006,

should be made by email about the time this goes in the

post. After all 9 months is not a very long time to properly

organise a conference from go to whoa, especially if

youuu haven’t any prior warning.

Below I’ve put a table that sets out the cost structure of

the AOS News for those of you who are interested in

seeing where  at least some of   their  subscription is

going. The data was chosen to illustrate the change in

going from the old format to the new one with colour

advertising.

Murray Hamilton

President, Australian Optical Society

August 2005

President’s Report

The Annual General Meeting held at the BGPP/ACOFT

conference in July apparently passed off very well - no

thanks to me! I was stuck at a fog-bound airport in New

Zealand. Ben Eggleton stepped in to chair the meeting

at short notice - thanks Ben. At the meeting we had some

change to the council. Steve Gibson has decided to step

down from  the council after several years of good ser-

vice in helping to maintain our website and services.

We have been very grateful for his services ... and the

good news is that he’s willing to keep performing that

same function. Martijn de Sterke has been elected to

replace Steve, so welcome Martijn.

Some of you may have noticed that the AOS website is

being hosted on a new server (still at Macquarie Uni-

versity). This shift went very smoothly for which I am

grateful, and this was in no small part due to Steve

Gibson’s diligence.

In the Queen’s  Birthday honours Rod Watkins, an AOS

member, was awarded an AM for his work in promoting

eyecare in the developing world. Rod is the founder  of

Scan Optics, an Adelaide based company that manufac-

tures opthamological equipment that is designed to low-

cost and rugged so that it is portable and can be oper-

ated in areas which don’t have the infrastructure taken

for  granted in western cities. On behalf of all of the

AOS I warmly congratulate Rod on this honour.

The AOS medal for 2005 has been awarded to Prof. Brian

Orr - I would like here to offer my congratulations to

Brian, who I’m sure will mark the occasion with an great

talk at the ACOLS conference in December (in Rotorua).

I urge you all to help make that conference a success.

The table below sets out the budgeting figures for the newsletter (actual amounts to nearest multiple of $5, assuming
250 members). The circulation varies between 260 and 280.

Expenditure Advertising Income cost to each member

Issue   3_ 2004

Printing 850 0

Postage 460

Envelope stuffing 100

Envelopes 100

Copying 30

1540 6.16

Issue   2_2005 1750

Printing 1580

Postage 435

Envelope stuffing 40

Envelopes 100

Copying 30

2185 1.74
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Announcing

The New Zealand and Australian
Quantum-Atom Optics Workshop

Queenstown ~ New Zealand, 29 November to 1 December, 2005

This international meeting, a satellite to ACOLS 05 (Rotorua, 

NZ, 6 – 9 December), will feature prominent international and 

local speakers.

Early expressions of interest are requested: number of 

participants may need to be limited due to facility size.

Jointly hosted by the Australian Research Council Centre of 

Excellence for Quantum-Atom Optics (ACQAO), and its New 

Zealand partners.

Workshop chair: Professor Rob Ballagh, University of Otago

Further information is available at:

www.physics.otago.ac.nz/uca/conference
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RA-300 Laser Raman Spectrometer is used for Raman spectrum and fluorescence 

measurement in physics and chemistry labs of universities and research institutions. 

It offers a powerful non-destructive method of sample analysis 

                FEATURES 

o Computer interfaced 

o High resolution 

o Low stray light 

o Single-photon counter detector 

o High stable external optical 

path 

o Various accessories 

o Adoption of notch filter 

 

                             SPECIFICATIONS 

Range 300 ~ 650nm 

Accuracy    0.4nm 

Repeatability  0.2nm 

Stray light < 10
-3

 

Slit width 0 ~ 2mm, adjustable 

Light source  40mW at 532nm 

Grating  1200 grooves/mm 

Dimensions 700  450  500 

Raman spectrum of CCl4 with notch filter used 

Murray Hamilton
Phone:

Murray Hamilton

Murray Hamilton
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Perhaps the most interesting thing about Scan Optics is
that the company was set up to make a product that had
no potential use in Australia, and its use outside Australia
required fundamental changes to one of the most
common surgical procedures in the world. Few business
consultants would think that was an outstanding recipe
for success. Eighteen years later, however, the company
has supplied equipment to more than 120 countries,
more than 600,000 cataract operations are carried out
each year using Scan Optics equipment, and the
company has been named twice in the past four years
among the top ten companies in the Deloitte Technology
Fast 50 Awards.

Scan Optics was incorporated in 1987. At that time the
surgical procedure for cataracts was vastly different in
Australia and the developed world to that commonly
carried out in the non-industrialised world.

Cataracts and cataract surgery

Around the world there are 50 million people who are
blind. Of these, 90 percent live in developing countries
and about half are blind because of cataracts. Any effort
to reduce global blindness must therefore be directed
in the first instance towards reducing cataract blindness
in developing countries.

Cataracts are formed when the biochemistry of the
crystalline lens of the eye is altered, fluid droplets which
scatter light are formed in the lens, and the lens loses
transparency. The triggers to cataract formation include
ultraviolet radiation, diet, dehydration, trauma, smoking,
and various drugs. Most of these are more prevalent in
developing countries, where the onset of cataracts is
typically a decade or more earlier than in developed
countries. The high prevalence of cataract blindness in
developing countries, however, is largely due to a lack
of resources to treat people who are blind.

The oldest treatment for cataract, known as “couching”,
has been used for at least 1,500 years. In this procedure,
the opaque lens is dislocated either by a blow to the
outside of the eye from a pointed object, or by inserting
a sharp thorn through the eyeball and physically
dislodging the lens. Couching is still carried out by
traditional doctors in Africa and in China, but in most
of the world the opaque material of the lens is removed
surgically. This is a relatively straightforward procedure.
The critical issue is how the refractive power of the lens
is to be replaced in order to provide clear vision.

The simplest surgical treatment, known as “intra-
capsular cataract extraction” or ICCE involves making
a large incision in the eye (up to 12mm long) and
removing the lens intact. The refractive power is then

replaced by a spectacle lens of high positive power,
about +12 dioptres. This procedure can be carried out
quickly and needs no expensive equipment or
consumables, but the improvement to the quality of life
of the patient is limited. The surgical incision often
causes large, and changing, corneal astigmatism as the
scar tissue contracts. The spectacle lens magnifies the
retinal image and so distorts the visual space of the
wearer, reduces the field of view, produces a peripheral
blind area between the field seen through the spectacle
lens and that seen outside the lens and needs to be
changed several times to allow for the changing
astigmatism, and the lenses are heavy and unsightly.

This surgical technique was replaced in developed
countries during the 1970s by “extra-capsular cataract
extraction” or ECCE. The crystalline lens is sometimes
compared to an avocado, with a hard nucleus, a soft
cortex and a fibrous capsule. In ECCE the nucleus of
the lens is removed and the cortex is aspirated, leaving
the capsule intact. This procedure can be carried out
through a smaller incision, so reducing the corneal
astigmatism. The mechanical support of the capsule for
the vitreous humor is also retained. ECCE is usually
accompanied by implantation of a rigid intraocular lens
(IOL) made from polymethyl methacrylate, which is
placed inside the capsule to replace the lens refractive
power. This overcomes the optical and cosmetic
disadvantages of spectacle lens correction.

(In fact ECCE has now been almost completely replaced
in Australia and other developed countries by a small-
incision procedure known as “phacoemulsification”. An
incision of 3mm or less is made, an ultrasonic probe is
inserted which chops and emulsifies the hard nucleus
of the lens, the contents of the lens are removed with an
irrigation/aspiration device, and a rolled up silicone IOL
is inserted through the incision and unrolled inside the
eye. No sutures are used. The next wave of technology
seems likely to come from work now in progress to
develop an IOL and a surgical procedure in which the
accommodative function of the crystalline lens is
replicated.)

In 1987 when Scan Optics was incorporated, ECCE was
the preferred procedure in Australia but there were many
obstacles to its adoption in developing countries. The
procedure must be carried out while the surgeon is
looking through a microscope, and surgical microscopes
were either too expensive or of insufficient quality and
were inappropriately designed for the conditions of
surgery common in developing countries. IOLs cost
around A$350 and other consumables cost another $150.
The ECCE surgical procedure took 45 minutes, while
the ICCE procedure took less than ten minutes. The
result was that ICCE remained the standard surgical

Scan Optics
Rod Watkins, Scan Optics, Thebarton, SA5031
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procedure for the vast majority of cataract-blind people
in developing countries.

The company formation

My own educational background at the time included a
master’s degree in optometry, the postgraduate optics
course at Imperial College, and a Ph.D. in physics (on
the optics of the human eye). My first employment was
teaching optics to optometry students, and I had spent
the next 14 years in the optical industry working in
ophthalmic optics and defence optics. During this time,
friends in the Department of Ophthalmology at Flinders
University discussed with me the possibility of making
an ophthalmic surgical microscope that was appropriate
for developing countries.

There are some broad constraints in the design of
microscopes to be used for eye surgery. They are used
at low magnification, sometimes as low as 3.5x in order
to provide a high depth of field to avoid the need for
refocusing from the cornea to the posterior lens surface,
and rarely at more than 8x. The working distance is long,
about 180mm, to allow for surgical instruments in the
working area. An essential requirement is a very high
light level which is coaxial with the viewing system.
The posterior capsule of the lens must be completely
cleaned, or “polished”, to prevent regrowth of opaque
tissue and the capsule is best seen by backscattered light.
Ophthalmic microscopes usually provide an illuminance
of about 80,000 lux in the plane of the patient’s eye,
and sometimes up to 150,000 lux; this compares with
about 150 lux for normal room lighting. Lighting is often

provided by a 150 watt halogen lamp focused on a fibre
optic bundle and directed at the eye, and is usually
delivered by a prism close to the microscope objective
rather than by a beam splitter, to avoid the light losses
of a beam splitter arrangement. Microscopes used in
countries like Australia are usually large, weighing up
to 180kg, and sometimes are fixed to the ceiling of the
operating room. They commonly have foot controls for
focusing, magnification change, translation in the
horizontal plane and light intensity so the surgeon’s
sterility is not compromised and the hands are free to
hold instruments. The cost of ophthalmic microscopes
in major hospitals is $50,000 to $100,000.

For an ophthalmic microscope to be appropriate for
developing countries, there were a number of unique
requirements. In those countries, typically 80% of the
population lives in rural areas outside the major centres
and eye care must be delivered through many smaller
regional hospitals and clinics. The microscope had to
be capable of being easily carried by aircraft, car, or
boat. It had to be light weight, well packaged and robust
for transport. Most surgical microscopes are kept in air
conditioned operating rooms, but this one had to be
protected against mould, corrosion and dust in
environments ranging from deserts to humid tropics. It
had to be capable of working from mains power of
uncertain reliability, or from a car or motor cycle battery.
It had to be easily serviced and maintained by staff with
minimal training or technical skills. Finally, this had to
be achieved at a cost that was affordable to rural
hospitals, individual ophthalmologists and aid

Fig 1.  Eye surgery in a refugee camp in Uganda.
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organizations. The goal was to keep the price below
US$6,000.

An Industrial R&D Grant of $40,000 supported the
project during the two-and-a-half years from concept
through design, prototype manufacture, evaluation and
redesign to the first sales. It was decided at the outset to
concentrate on the core features of image quality and
lighting and to strip away everything non-essential.
Friends were called on to help with mechanical and
electronic design. The Department of Ophthalmology
at Flinders University helped with the specifications,
with evaluation and clinical trials and with ongoing
advice. The optical design for the viewing system was
severely limited by the price target and the small volume
needed for prototype work. A range of designs was
considered, including a rather strange biocular
catadioptric system. In the end it was decided that the
only cost-effective solution was to adapt an existing

commercially available optical system. Binoculars,
various ophthalmic devices and a great many laboratory
microscopes were considered. Eventually the first model
was based on a laboratory microscope from Nikon,
chosen for its resolution, field of view and depth of field,
which was then modified both optically and
mechanically. (For many years now however Scan
Optics microscope viewing systems have been based
on Olympus optics, and the company has received great
support from Olympus both in Australia and in Japan.)
The challenge of the lighting system was to provide
highly coaxial lighting, and a sufficient amount of light
for the surgeon while still having the capability of being
powered from a 12 volt battery. The lighting optics
comprising lenses, mirrors, prisms and filters have been
obtained at different times from Australia, the United
States and Asia.

Fig 2.  The first Scan Optics microscope model, clamped to an instrument trolley.
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The microscope that was first developed clamps directly
to the operating table, at the patient’s shoulder. It was
made from machinable plastic and non-ferrous metal,
 and packed into an aluminium case the size of a
suitcase. The power supply was designed so that if the
mains power failed, a 12 volt battery would cut in
automatically.

Field trials were carried out in Australia and Indonesia,
the microscope was displayed for the first time at the
International Congress of Ophthalmology in Singapore
in 1990, and the first sales were made into Indonesia.
Although this model microscope is still in production,
none of the original unit remains. Scan Optics has a
policy of continuous product improvement, and over
the years all mechanical, optical and electronic
components have been changed.

Scan Optics today

Scan Optics developed a close relationship with non-
government organizations working in the field of
prevention of blindness in the United States, Australia,
the United Kingdom and Europe. In the early 1990s
several of these were trying to make modern ECCE
cataract surgery practical for developing countries. In
particular CBMI (Christian Blind Mission International)
in Germany and Australia, which supports programmes
in more than 100 countries, was developing a strategy
for providing the human resources and equipment
infrastructure needed. The Seva Foundation in the
United States and The Fred Hollows Foundation in
Australia were working on methods to reduce the cost
of IOLs and consumables, and the time to carry out the
surgery. ECCE slowly became the procedure of choice,
and Scan Optics made the most appropriate microscope.

The early years of a new medical equipment company
can be difficult, as peer recommendation is important
and potential users often want to see the company and
the product often enough to be confident that the
company will survive into the future. Scan Optics was
significantly helped in 1993 when it won an international
tender to supply 100 surgical microscopes to The Fred
Hollows Foundation to support its programme in
Vietnam. This allowed investment in manufacturing
equipment and in people and put enough microscopes
into the field that peer recommendation became
possible. (Today, more than 250 hospitals in Vietnam
have eye units which use Scan Optics microscopes.)

As the company grew, many requests were received to

modify and develop equipment for other medical

disciplines and for industrial applications. This forced

a formal review of the business of the company. The

view was taken that it was more difficult and expensive

to sell existing products into new international markets

than to develop new products for known markets. We

decided that our business is primarily optics, that our

market is medical equipment, that our social

responsibility is towards underprivileged people, and

that our commercial success depends on providing an

exceptional standard of price, quality and service. The

mission statement of the company says “Scan Optics

manufactures medical equipment to help reduce

preventable suffering throughout the world.  We are a

company concerned with people, and we are committed

to quality in all aspects of our business.”

The International Agency for the Prevention of

Blindness, which is the World Health Organisation and

non-government organisation umbrella that manages

global blindness, says that for eye care to be effective it

must not only be appropriate for the circumstances under

which it is delivered and affordable but it must also be

accessible. To design and make a piece of equipment

that meets a need, and at an acceptable price, is not

enough; in fact, those are just necessary starting points.

A successful supplier of eye care for developing

countries must also have a plan for making potential

users, who are often in remote locations around the

world, aware of its existence. End users often need to

be helped to access local or international sources of

funds. The supplier must work out how it will be paid

from countries that may have a non-tradeable domestic

currency and very tight controls on the export of hard

currency. It needs to be able to get equipment through

customs in countries where that can be notoriously

difficult and delivered by local transport to a rural

hospital. Finally, there must be a programme for service

and maintenance and a way of keeping the equipment

operating for many years into the future, usually with

limited access to trained technical staff. The success of

Scan Optics has been largely due to the fact that the

company has concentrated on doing these things well.

It is essential to stay in regular contact with existing

and potential users of equipment. This is done by

attending professional conferences in many countries,

advertising in professional journals, and regular direct

mail newsletters. International recognition is difficult

for a new company as the cost can be very high; the

largest ophthalmic companies spend several millions

of dollars on a three and a half day international

conference.

In the last financial year Scan Optics shipped equipment

to 76 countries. The most important of these was China

which is supported by a company sales office in

Shanghai. It is perhaps of interest that Nigeria, which

has the reputation of being one of the most difficult

countries to trade with, was fourth most important.

The product range now includes three models of

ophthalmic microscope and an ORL (ear, nose and

throat) microscope, two models of surgical light and

instruments for examining eyes. The most advanced

model, the SO-5800 microscope has foot controls for

focus, zoom and horizontal translation, a secondary

microscope for training purposes, and a coaxial video
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camera and monitor so that others in the operating room

can follow the procedure. The company has quality

certification to ISO9001, which includes product design,

and various products have national and international

medical approvals including from the US Food and Drug

Administration. As the products are portable and robust,

they are commonly used by defence forces and some

have NATO classification.

Scan Optics has always been associated with a

university. In the early years the company was located

in the research park of the University of South Australia

when it was the only university-based park in the state.

When Flinders University established its own park, Scan

Optics was one of the first tenants and relations with

the Department of Ophthalmology, the Department of

Physics and the Biomedical Engineering Department

were all important. The company is now located at the

University of Adelaide Commerce and Research

Precinct.

The future

Research and development is vital to the future. At any

time, about one third of sales revenue is

generated by new products that have been released

within the past three years. Internal R&D capabilities

include optical design, electronics, engineering and

instrument design, and industrial design. Software

development is contracted.

Optical design in the company has changed substantially

over the past few years. Relatively little prototype

manufacture is now carried out. The interaction between

optical design software and mechanical design CAD

software with the ability to export and import directly

between the two allows the end function of quite

complex systems to be modeled in detail by computer.

Instruments that previously might have been through

several prototype iterations now usually have only one

prototype version, and sometimes it is possible to go

directly to a commercial instrument without a prototype

stage at all.

The advent of non-sequential optics has also had a major

impact. In non-sequential systems, the optical space

does not consist of the usual linear optical train of

sequential surfaces but of solid objects placed in three-

dimensional space. Rays can travel from any

Fig 3.  The SO-5800 model microscope.
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is usually non-sequential, as the solid objects are

represented more accurately, and metal cells and

housings are added. The complete system is then re-

evaluated in the optical design package. When the design

is finalized, the CAD components are exported to the

software package that generates machine language code.

In the past year, Scan Optics has developed to full

commercialisation a binocular indirect ophthalmoscope

for examination of the retina and a slit illuminator for

use with an excimer refractive laser. Products in

development include a portable retinal camera with an

8MP sensor, and a new generation of surgical

microscope.

Blindness is different both quantitatively and

qualitatively to most other medical conditions. The loss

of quality of life that blindness brings is matched by

few other medical problems. The methods of prevention,

diagnosis and treatment of the major causes of global

blindness are generally well understood, but adequate

resources are a major limitation. Scan Optics expects

to continue to contribute to the effort to reduce global

blindness by developing technology that is appropriate,

affordable and accessible.

(Rod Watkins was awarded the AM in the 2005

Queen’s Birthday Honours list for his work in

bringing eye-care to the developing world. Ed.)

Fig 4.  A non-seqential system comprising a filament light source, lenses, an aperture, a prism and a model eye.

 object to any other object, in any sequence. The edges

of lenses are equally as valid optical surfaces as the

refracting surfaces. Absorption and scattering can be

modeled reasonably accurately, so it is possible to import

mechanical components such as anodized or painted lens

cells into the optical system and to treat them as optical

components. In ophthalmic instrument design, the

ability to model the eye as a solid non-sequential system

means that the model can include localized absorption

to simulate cataracts or vitreous inhomogeneities, and

the cornea and lens surfaces and media can scatter light.

The retina can be an absorbing detector in order to

investigate light distribution, although the number of

pixels has a significant effect on the speed of

computation. (In our model the retinal detector subtends

50 degrees and has 100 annular by 100 radial pixels.)

Finally, the set-up times for computer-controlled CNC

machines (lathes and mills) have been greatly reduced

by software that converts CAD design into machine

language, and this makes it practical to design complex

shapes such as prism cells in metal or machinable plastic

and to make them accurately and cost effectively in

small volume. This has greatly increased the flexibility

of design choices for both optical and mechanical

systems.

Typically, the design sequence now is to model imaging

optical systems using sequential optics and

lighting systems using non-sequential optics. The

version that is then exported to the CAD package
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CUDOS Projects – towards the photonic chip!
For more information: cudos@physics.usyd.edu.au

The aim of the 
Microphotonics project is to 
design, fabricate, 
characterize and model 3-D 
polymer-based photonic 
crystal structures. The 
demonstration of a photonic 
crystal superprism is of 
particular interest because of 
its startling optical 
properties. 

The Laser Micro-Machining project develops processes for 
laser-based micro-structuring of a range of linear, non-linear 
and high-gain optical materials, to produce photonic structures 
including waveguides in bulk glasses, 2-D photonic crystals 
and quasi phase matched crystals. 

The Optical devices and Applications project develops all-
optical signal processing functions including regeneration, 
wavelength conversion and amplification. 

The Non Linear Photonic Crystals project studies the 
generation and propagation of nonlinear localized modes and 
all-optical switching in periodic photonic structures and 
waveguide circuits. 

The Micro-structured Optical 
Fibre (MOF) project explores novel 
MOF designs for use in photonic 
device applications. MOFS are 
being explored for device 
applications and optical 
interconnects to provide efficient 
connections from standard single-
mode fibers and planar 
waveguides.

The aim of the Photonic Integrated Waveguides and 
Circuits project is to design, fabricate and characterise planar 
silicon optical waveguides and 2D photonic crystals in a range 
of different optical materials.

The aim of the Non Linear 
Materials project is to develop 
high nonlinearity chalcogenide
glasses leading to novel 
nonlinear photonic devices 
including planar photonic 
crystals. . 

The Computational Modelling project provides 
computational modelling and visualisation techniques through 
generic modelling tools, new methods for modelling photonic 
structures and devices, and expertise in visualisation.

The Photonic Circuits project 
aims to find the best way to 
achieve tight guidance of light 
in optical circuits and  to 
optimize photonic circuit 
features for Fresnel losses, 
radiation losses and 
impedance mismatches. 

The aim of the Radiation 
Dynamics project is to explore 
radiation dynamics in 
microstructured photonic crystal 
materials. We aim to identify 
bandgap structures and use 
quantitative structural 
information to predict their 
optical properties. 

CUDOS is an ARC Centre of Excellence
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Postgraduate and Honours
Research with CUDOS

Our Research Programs

CUDOS, one of eight highly prestigious Centres
of Excellence created by the Australian 
Research Council, is doing research right at the 
leading edge of photonics. We are developing 
ways to guide and control photons using optical 
waveguides – optical fibres, waveguides 
produced on planar substrates, or in photonic 
crystals, which are completely new optical 
materials. We are also investigating nonlinear 
optical phenomena in these materials. 

CUDOS has a range of exciting theoretical and 
experimental research projects for students at 
Undergraduate and Postgraduate level. We will 
provide you with strong mentoring support, 
experienced academic advisors and plenty of 
interaction with research staff and other 
students. We have state of the art facilities in 
our experimental laboratories at Sydney, ANU, 
Swinburne and Macquarie and strong theory 
research programs at Sydney, ANU and UTS. 

CUDOS contacts:

General Education and Training enquiries:
Professor Martijn de Sterke, desterke@physics.usyd.edu.au

Sydney University: 
Professor Ben Eggleton, egg@physics.usyd.edu.au

Australian National University:
Professor Yuri Kivshar, yuri@cyberone.com.au
Professor Barry Luther-Davies, BLD111@rsphysse.anu.edu.au

Macquarie University:
Dr Mick Withford, withford@ics.mq.edu.au

Swinburne University of Technology:
Professor Min Gu, mgu@swin.edu.au

University of Technology Sydney:
Professor Lindsay Botten, Lindsay.Botten@uts.edu.au

Benefits of studying with CUDOS

Exciting science with strong theoretical and experimental programs

Strong academic supervisors

Supportive, collaborative environment

Scholarship opportunities

Opportunities to present at local and international conferences

Networking opportunities with other CUDOS researchers at workshops, collaborative 
research programs, etc

Excellent job prospects!

The CUDOS team at a workshop in Canberra–
you will be in good company!
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Australian Manufacturers of Diode Laser Solutions 

Laserex Technologies Pty Ltd -  
5A Corbett Court - Export Park SA 5950 - AUSTRALIA 

Tel. 1800 247 439 - Fax. +61 8 8234 3699 -  
www.laserex.net - email: technical@laserex.net 

HPFC Laser - NEW! 

TEC Laser Module - NEW! 

Laser Diode Modules 

Laser Safety Eyewear 

High output powers up to 25W
(depending on wavelength) 
Pulse lengths variable from 1ms to CW 
Wavelengths from 635nm - 980nm 
RS232 Control 

TEC fan temperature stabilized 
RS232 Control & Status Monitor 
Wavelengths: 405nm - 905nm 
155MHz Modulation 
Circularised Output 

Spots & lines down to 10um 
Wavelength 405nm-905nm 
Powers 0.5mW-500mW 
Power stability <0.5% 
Wavelength selection available 

Wide range of safety eyewear available from stock 
covering common laser types at competitive prices 

 

 

 

 www.laserex.net 

Laser Optics 

Lenses, prisms, mirrors and windows 

Re-polishing of Laser Rods 

 









Lastek Pty Ltd
Thebarton Campus, University of Adelaide,
10 Reid Street, Thebarton SA 5031  Australia

Ph (08) 8443 8668   Fax (08) 8443 8427
Email: sales@lastek.com.au      website: www.lastek.com.au L
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Why your next vibration isolation table should be from TMC:

“10...  Quality, service, price” UC Santa Barbara, Physics Dept.

“10...  Very reliable/good quality and workmanship”
 Howard University

“10... This is our fourth TMC purchase. Price and fast delivery”
 University of New Mexico

”10...  Let me tell you that your table is working beautifully. There
is no vibration in the tip of the electrode! Thanks again, you 
made my life much easier.”     Baylor College of Medicine

Engineered to meet the fl oor vibrationEngineered to meet the fl oor vibration
specs of metrology and lithography tools.specs of metrology and lithography tools.
Facilitates optimal tool performance andFacilitates optimal tool performance and
resolution in noisy fabs.resolution in noisy fabs.

TMC’s
industry-standard 63-500 Series high 
performance lab table with a Type II
Faraday Cage

TMC’s CleanTop™ II
Optical Table available
in a choice of grades
and damping levels.
Industry leading designs include:
1.  50% smaller core cell size, assuring the highest

stiffness and greater core-to-skin bonding
contact area.

2.  Only two bonding layers: top skin to core
& core to bottom skin. No third bonding
layer: top skin to plastic to core to bottom
skin, which severely weakens the structure.

3.  Sidewalls are thick, damped, cold-rolled
formed steel. No moisture absorbing
particle board used by other
manufacturers.
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www.acqao.org

The Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Quantum-Atom Optics

(ACQAO) is one of Australia’s contributions to the rapid development of quantum science

that is happening around the world.

The Centre brings together scientists working in three cities, at the Australian National

University (ANU) in Canberra, the University of Queensland (UQ) in Brisbane and the

Swinburne University of Technology (SUT) in Melbourne, and links them with scientific

partners in Europe and New Zealand.

Quantum science will play a major role in future technology and eventually our daily lives.

One area will be optics and wave effects for both light and atoms.  Scientifically we are

now able to investigate the quantum behaviour of larger objects, involving thousands and

even millions of atoms, and see the transition from the microscopic world of a few particles

to the macroscopic world of classical effects.

Technically we are now able to use the process of entanglement that was just a concept in

the 1930s, and employ it in practical applications, such as communication systems.

We now have the technology for cooling atoms to unimaginably low temperatures and for

creating Bose-Einstein condensates.  Combining these, we are at the threshold of turning

fundamental science into practical applications over the next two decades.

The Centre concentrates on fundamental science questions. It combines our well-estab-

lished track record in quantum optics with our leading groups in atom optics and laser

cooling into one team with common goals.  We are combining pioneering theoretical work

with experimental projects.

The Centre of Excellence is part of the vision of the Australian Research Council to pro-

mote excellence in the most successful fields of research and to give them the opportunity

to become players in the international arena.

The funding and support provided by the Australian Research Council, the three Universi-

ties ANU, UQ and SUT and the Queensland and Australian Capital Territory governments

will allow us to tackle ambitious Outreach projects, to have an intensive exchange of

people, to provide opportunities for young scientists and to build the required research

facilities.
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Prospects for a Squeezed Atom Laser

Researchers at the ANU Faculty node of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Quantum-Atom Op-
tics have recently showed that generating a squeezed atom laser may be as easy as producing
squeezed light.

Certain precision measurements are improved by using slow-moving massive particles. In a
Sagnac interferometer, for example, the inherent sensitivity of a matter-wave gyroscope exceeds
that of a photon gyroscope with the same particle flux and area by 11 orders of magnitude. Al-
though current atom laser experiments operate in a regime limited by technical noise, the fun-
damental limit of these measurements will be caused by shot noise. Sensitivity is increased in
optical interferometers by squeezing the quantum state of the optical field, where the quantum
fluctuations in one quadrature are reduced compared to a coherent state. Sensitivity of an atomic
interferometer could be increased by using an atom laser with a squeezed output.

Simon Haine and Joseph Hope in the atom laser theory group in ACQAO have investigated the
properties of an atom laser produced by Raman outcoupling from a Bose-Einstein condensate with
squeezed light. By modelling the full multimode dynamics of the optical field and the atom laser
beam, they showed that under appropriate conditions it is possible to transfer almost the complete
quantum statistics of an arbitrary optical state from one of the optical beams to the atom laser
beam. They also showed that two-mode optical squeezing, as produced from a non-degenerate
OPO, can produce twin entangled atom laser beams propagating in different directions. This may
prove to be an easy way to generate entangled atoms to test the behaviour of spatially separated,
entangled massive particles.

Further details can be found at http://www.anu.edu.au/Physics/ANUBEC/publications.html
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Figure 1: Density of optical probe beam (solid
line) and the atom laser beam (dashed line) for
different values of the outcoupling strength and

the two-photon detuning.
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Figure 2: Variance in the flux of the atom laser
beam for different values of the outcoupling

strength and two-photon detunings. vFock = 1
is the classical shot noise limit.
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Make The Most of Your Connection

The Optical Society of America is your inside track to the optics and photonics community and your link

to an international network of more than 12,000 optical scientists, engineers, and technicians in some 50

countries. This connection, combined with OSA’s strong programs and services, makes OSA membership

a valuable resource for you. Join now!

Optical Society of America

FAX: +1 202 416-6120    WEB: http://www.osa.org

2010 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036 USA

Connect to
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Services
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OFC, and others)

•   As an OSA member, you

are also a member of AIP.
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Physics Today, plus

discounts on other AIP

publications

•   Substantial discounts on

journal subscriptions and

publications

•   Join up to 5 OSA

technical groups and 2

application areas, free
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SPIE was formed in 1955 as the Society for Photo-optical Instrumentation Engineers, and has been dedicated

to providing the best possible service to the optical engineering community. SPIE is an international technical

society dedicated to promoting the engineering and scientific applications of optical, photonic, imaging and

optoelectronic technologies through its education and communications programs, meetings and publications.

SPIE offers

International Networking

Today SPIE is the largest international professional engineering society serving the practicing engineer

and scientist in the field of optics and photonics. The Society serves the global technical and business

communities, with over 14,000 individual, 320 corporate, and 3,000 technical group members in more

than 75 countries worldwide. Advance professionally through networking and visibility among your

peers. Learn from others and gain access to the voices, ideas, and the energy of a global community.

Meetings

Among the many services the Society offers are the sponsorship, planning, and execution of technical

conferences, product exhibitions, and symposia. SPIE’s technical meetings and symposia are

internationally-acclaimed gatherings of engineers and scientists working in optics, optoelectronics, and

many related fields. They take place in large and small venues, from specialised topics to cross-disciplinary

information exchanges, complete with extensive programs including short courses, workshops, and other

special activities.

Publications

A major activity of SPIE is the publication and distribution of archival professional journals, full-

manuscript conference proceedings, newsletters, and optics-related texts and monographs. SPIE

publications deliver timely, high-quality technical information to the optics, imaging, and photonics

communities worldwide. Membership includes a subscription to

OE Reports, a monthly newspaper that provides news and commentary on cutting-edge technology.

and More

In addition, SPIE provides numerous services to its members, including on-line electronic databases,

electronic bulletin board and networking services, and employment assistance. To further serve the public

good, the Society sponsors a number of awards, scholarships, and educational grants every year, and

publishes a comprehensive catalogue of educational resources in the optics field,

Optics Education.

To join SPIE: Complete the online membership form at www.spie.org/membership_form.html,

print and fax it to SPIE along with a copy of your AOS dues receipt. (Be sure to indicate that

you are eligible for the US$20 discount as an AOS member). Any queries can be directed to Mr

Paul Giusts at membership@spie.org

SPIE International Headquarters

Tel: +1 360 676 3290 Fax: +1 360 647 1445 email: spie@spie.org

web: http://spie.org

PO Box 10, Bellingham WA 98227-0010 USA
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1. Fibres, tapers and photonic crystals

Optical fibres have transformed the way researchers work,

not only in optics but rather in all areas of research, simply

because the Internet would not exist without optical

telecommunication technology. Optical fibres are so far the

only information carrier able to deliver terabytes of data within

seconds across the planet – and there are no signs that optical

fibres will be superseded in this role anytime soon. Of course,

optical scientists and engineers know that optical fibres are

capable of much more than mere data transport.  Over the

decades since the mid-1970’s, fibres have penetrated all kinds

of research labs. However, although research into optical

fibres has never really slowed in the past thirty years,

developments since the late 1990s have attracted a new level

of interest from an even broader community than previously.

Photonic Crystal Fibres
The key to this resurgence was the invention of photonic

crystal fibres (PCF), an entirely new class of optical fibres

based on guidance mechanisms that either extend total internal

reflection or bypass it altogether. As the name makes clear,

PCFs arose as an off-shoot of the field of photonic crystals

(PC).  Photonic crystals are a generalization of the well-known

Bragg multilayer mirror to higher dimensions – they are

periodic structures in two or three dimensions of dielectric or

metallic materials. In suitably designed photonic crystals, light

of certain wavevectors suffers Bragg reflection, cannot

propagate in the PC, and is entirely reflected. The initial idea

for PCFs was to use photonic crystals to confine light in the

transverse direction only. Light would be free to propagate in

the unconstrained direction down the fibre.  In this “classic”

PCF, a two dimensional photonic crystal, typically a lattice

of air holes in a silica background, surrounds a central “core”.

Light attempting to drift from the core is reflected by the PC

back into the core and propagates as a mode of the entire

structure. Since reflection by the PC can be obtained

regardless of the refractive index of the core material, PCFs

can have hollow cores (Fig. 1) – a feature impossible in

conventional fibres in which the core must have the highest

index. The fact that light in a hollow core PCF is guided in

air (or vacuum) rather than in a solid dielectric reduces the

degree of interaction between light and matter dramatically,

leading to fibres with non-linearity and material absorption

lowered by orders of magnitude. Such fibres can for example

be used to guide light with power densities beyond the damage

threshold of conventional fibres [5,6], to guide particles or

atoms using optical forces within the fibre core [7], or to

compress high power laser pulses [6,8]. On the other hand,

the hollow core can be filled with gases or liquids, enabling

strong interactions of light with these materials over relatively

long distances. This has led to totally novel ways of obtaining

high order harmonic generation and ultra-sensitive gas

spectrometry [9,10].

In fact, in order to simplify their fabrication, the first PCFs

had solid rather than a hollow core [11]. Although solid core

PCFs (Fig. 1) don’t have the advantages of hollow core

guidance, early experiments and theoretical analysis showed

that they have their own set of unusual properties. The most

striking is that they are single-moded over an infinite

wavelength range (so called endlessly single-mode fibres)

[12].  A number of other properties first observed in solid

core PCFs, including zero-dispersion wavelengths in the

visible and very small mode areas [13,14], have subsequently

turned out to be due solely to the strong index contrast within

PCFs, and are not associated with the periodicity.  Similar

properties can be obtained in sub-micron silica rods

surrounded by air, inaccurately dubbed photonic nanowires

[15]. The combination of strong confinement and zero

dispersion wavelengths around 800nm in both PCFs and

nanowires has led to practical and cheap new sources for

supercontinuum generation [16,17]. Supercontinuum

generation is the broadening of a laser pulse into a pulse or a

series of pulses with extremely broad spectral coverage, in

some cases covering more than an octave of optical

frequencies from the violet to the infrared. The resulting light

is extremely bright, can be single-moded over the entire

wavelength range (when endlessly single-mode PCFs are

used) and has a reasonably flat spectral density. It has been

referred to as a white laser source, and applications range

from high resolution optical coherence tomography [18] to

the creation of simple frequency chains able to measure optical

frequencies (rather than wavelengths) directly [19]. The latter

will lead to all-optical clocks that will likely displace atomic

Photonic Crystal Fibre Tapers: A Promising New Variety of Optical Waveguides

Hong C. Nguyen,1 Boris T. Kuhlmey, 1 Eric C. Mägi,1 Michael J. Steel, 1, 2 Peter Domachuk, 1 Cameron L. Smith, 1

and Benjamin J. Eggleton1*

1. Centre for Ultrahigh-Bandwidth Devices for Optical Systems (CUDOS) and School of Physics, University of

Sydney, NSW 2006 Australia

2. RSoft Design Group Inc., 65 O’Connor St, Chippendale, NSW 2008 Australia

* Tel: +61 2 9351 3604, Fax: +61 2 9351 7726, E-mail: egg@physics.usyd.edu.au

Abstract

Following a brief review of the design and properties of photonic crystal fibres, we discuss our recent experimental and theoretical

studies of tapered forms of these fibres. We observe interesting transmission spectra and explain their form through an analysis of

the modal cutoffs of fundamental and higher order modes.

Figure 1. A range of PCFs. Top left: micrograph of a hollow-

core PCF from the University of Bath, top right: micrograph

of a PCF by Corning; bottom: solid core PCF and close ups.

Λ denotes the pitch or centre to centre distance between holes,

while d denotes the diameter of the holes.
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clocks as the fundamental time standard at some point.  Their

increased accuracy, cost-effectiveness and usability will open

new avenues for fundamental physics such as tests for changes

of in the values physical constants over time.

Fibre Tapers and Nanowires

As already mentioned, some of the most interesting properties

of solid core PCFs can be obtained in plain silica rods with

micrometric diameters. Various techniques have been

demonstrated to generate such narrow fibres, with diameters

down to only 50 nm [15], the simplest one being the tapering

of conventional optical fibres [20,21]. Fig. 2 shows how a

typical fibre tapering rig works: a fibre is clutched between

two translation stages which pull the fibre from both ends so

as to elongate it while a flame brushes the fibre back and

forth. The flame softens the fibre to the point where the tension

applied by the translation stages is enough to elongate the

fibre, without melting it entirely.

Tapered optical fibres have been investigated since the 1970s,

traditionally for use in all-fibre directional couplers, acousto-

optic in-fibre couplers, and other passive devices [22-24].

While fabricating an optical fibre from scratch is a complex

process requiring expensive equipment, a taper rig is relatively

easy to assemble and allows tuning and post-processing of

readily available fibres including standard off-the-shelf

products. It is only recently however that researchers have

demonstrated just how far fibres can be tapered, and how

useful tapers with sub-wavelength diameters might be. The

benefits of these nanowires are threefold [25]. First, since

the refractive index contrast at the air-silica interface is much

larger than found in conventional single mode step index

fibres (SIF), they exhibit very strong waveguide dispersion,

which can compensate material dispersion so that the local

value of dispersion parameters can be adjusted within a very

wide range. Second, again as a result of the large refractive

index contrast, they allow strong confinement of light, with

effective areas of the order of 1or 2 µm2, and non-linear

coefficients increased by up to two orders of magnitude

compared to standard SIFs. The strong confinement also leads

to a very low sensitivity to bends, with reported nearly-lossless

bends at bend radii of only a few micrometers. And third,

fibre tapers with small diameters are small. Since the field is

well confined, nanowires can be packed closely together. They

can be bent on micrometric distances. It has been suggested

they could be used as the building block of photonic chips –

the holy grail of photonics – although a process to fix them

en masse as circuits on a substrate has yet to be found.

Microstructured fibre tapers and nanowires

It was demonstrated recently that PCFs could also be tapered,

with their transverse microstructure being conserved (Fig. 3)

[26-28]. In the case of hollow core PCFs, tapering allows the

bandgaps of their cladding to be shifted to any desired

wavelength, just by downscaling the photonic crystal within

the PCF. In the case of solid core PCFs, tapering allows the

tailoring of their dispersion and confinement properties. It

has been suggested that by micro-managing a PCF’s

dispersion along their axis through tapering, solitons could

be compressed and supercontinuum generation could be

optimized [29]. In non-microstructured nanowires of sub-

wavelength diameters a large part of the guided energy lies

outside the fibre in the form of evanescent fields, which makes

nanowires sensitive to surface contamination. By using

microstructured nanowires, the evanescent part of the field

can lie within the holes of the microstructure, without reaching

the surroundings of the nanowires. The fields are then

protected from surface contamination, and microstructured

nanowires can be directly fixed to high-index substrates

without the field leaking into the substrate [27]. Finally, one

can locally collapse the holes within the nanowires by

applying heat. On the short stretch of nanowires where the

holes are collapsed, the evanescent fields reach far outside

the fibre and can be used to probe optical properties locally

[30]. Given their dimensions, such a taper could for example

be used for in-vivo spectral analysis or, in combination with

microfluidics, be integrated in lab-on-a-chip devices.

In the remainder of this article, we will discuss in more detail

several aspects of microstructured tapers that have been

studied at the CUDOS node at the University of Sydney. We

concentrate on a physical phenomenon underpinning most

of the above mentioned properties and applications, namely

mode transitions in these tapers. Indeed, depending on the

wavelength and size of the taper, a mode can be in one of

several states: confined within the core, confined in other parts

of the fibre, or not confined at all. The transition between

these states can be abrupt in the case of higher order modes

(in which case they are equivalent to the well known

phenomenon of modal cutoff), or gradual, as is the case for

the fundamental mode. It should be emphasized that the

physics behind mode transitions is not, in fact, specific to

microstructured tapers, but can be found in conventional fibre

tapers. However, because of the higher refractive index

contrast and the complexity of the structures within PCFs,

transitions tend to be more dramatic and complex, and lead

to phenomena rarely seen in conventional fibre taper

geometries. Understanding these transitions is a prerequisite

for the design of usable PCF taper devices, since they dictate

fundamental limits to the range of wavelengths for which a

taper can be used but also give indications on how to obtain

desired properties.

2. Fundamental mode “cutoff” in PCF tapers

2.1 Observation – the index matched case

Figure 4 shows the transmission spectra of tapers made from

a PCF similar to that at the bottom of Fig. 1, with various

waist diameters [31]. Light from a broad band source is

injected in the fundamental core mode of the fibre at one end

of the taper and is measured by an optical spectrum analyser

at the other end. The tapers are immersed in index-matching

Fig. 2: Fibre taper rig. A fibre (a) is clutched on two

translation stages (b) applying tension to the fibre. A flame

(c) brushes the fibre while it is being elongated by the

translation stages.

Figure 3. Schematic of a tapered MOF in which the

hole structure is preserved.
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oil, to characterise the transmission spectra of the light that

is confined purely by the microstructure. A sharp long-

wavelength loss edge is observed for all tapers, and the cutoff

wavelength decreases clearly with decreasing outer diameter

at the waist of the taper. Tapers have been designed to be

adiabatic following a criterion valid for PCFs with infinite

number of rings of holes surrounding the core [20].

2.2 Interpretation

Since the PCF is immersed in index matching fluid, the

microstructured part of the fibre (or cladding) is solely

responsible for confinement of light within the core. The PCFs

have a finite number of rings of holes, and the potential barrier

isolating the core from the outside is therefore of finite width.

There are no properly bound modes in such an open boundary

problem; light propagation in such a case can be described in

terms of leaky modes [32].

When the wavelength is short compared to the local centre-

to-centre distance between holes (or pitch, Fig. 1), the

fundamental mode is well confined in the PCF core. The

evanescent tail of the mode in the cladding decreases rapidly

away from the core, and virtually no field can leak beyond

the cladding. When the wavelength becomes comparable to

the pitch, the mode spreads into the microstructured region

(or cladding). A non-negligible fraction of the evanescent field

reaches beyond the cladding and radiates away. Thus a mode

with wavelength shorter than the smallest pitch encountered

along the taper remains confined along the entire taper, with

low propagation loss, and since the taper is adiabatic, near-

unity transmission is observed in that regime. However, at

wavelengths comparable to the pitch at the waist of the taper,

the propagation loss becomes significant near the waist and

the transmission drops.

2.3 The non-index matched case

When a PCF is surrounded by air rather than being index

matched, the fundamental mode leaking beyond the cladding

at long wavelengths remains confined by the external silica/

air boundary. The mode is genuinely bound, rather than leaky,

and no propagation losses can be expected from the

mechanism explained above. However, experiments show

that the transmission still drops dramatically at the same

wavelength as in the index matched case [31]. To be

more precise, the transmission drops abruptly, but not

indefinitely with increasing wavelength. It stabilizes at
a low level (5 to 30 dB depending on the PCF one starts with),

sometimes with visible oscillations with varying wavelength.

The level at which the transmission stabilizes as well as the

amplitude of the oscillations are in fact largely determined

by the size of the region between the holes and the outer PCF

boundary. This indicates that the transmission drop is due to

coupling to cladding modes that propagate in the outer part

of the fibre.  Indeed, the larger that region is, the more modes

it can carry. When the fundamental mode starts leaking beyond

the cladding, it can easily couple to those modes.  This leads

to mode beating (resulting in the observed oscillations), and

because the numerous modes to which the fundamental mode

couples all have different phase velocities, the field at the

end of the taper cannot be reconstructed into a fundamental

mode, resulting in the low transmission.  Fig. 5 shows results

from a beam propagation simulation illustrating this

behaviour. The simulated structure is similar to that in Fig 1

(bottom), but with only five rings of air-holes and a reduced

thickness of the silica cladding. The minimum and maximum

pitches of the taper are 0.58 µm and 1.28 µm, respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the field evolution as the mode propagates

through the taper, at wavelengths below and above the cutoff

corresponding to the minimum pitch. At the shorter

wavelength (Fig. 5(b)), the light remains in the microstructure,

with near-unity transmission through the taper.  At the longer

wavelength (Fig. 5(c)), some light leaks out to the cladding,

where the oscillation in intensity along the taper-waist

correlates with the propagation of higher-order modes.

Figure 5(d) shows the fraction of optical power in the

propagating field that is in the fundamental core mode of the

local structure. At the shorter wavelength below the cutoff (λ
= 0.40 µm), this quantity remains near-unity through the entire

taper, indicating that the core mode adiabatically contracts

and expands as it propagates, without exciting higher order

modes. In contrast, at the longer wavelength (λ = 1.55 µm),

the power in the local core mode drops dramatically near the

taper waist, exactly where the field distribution has expanded

to fill the entire fibre cross-section in Fig. 5(c). Only 29% of

the power remains in the fundamental core mode as the fibre

up-tapers; the rest of the energy is in the cladding modes which

are eventually lost.

Figure. 4. Longitudinal transmission spectra of various

tapers. Percentage values indicate the ratio of the outer

diameter at waist normalized to the initial outer diameter.

Fig. 5. (a) Cross-section of the simulated PCF taper: the

field is launched from the left at z = 0; Field evolution of

the core mode at (b) λ = 0.40 µm and (c) λ = 1.55 µm; (d)

Fraction of power of the propagating field that occupies the

fundamental mode of the local structure.
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In fact, if the taper was truly adiabatic, no such mode coupling

would occur, and the fundamental mode would adiabatically

return to its confined state at the end of the taper, regardless

of the wavelength. The adiabaticity criterion we used, which

is only valid for an infinite number of rings of holes around

the core, has to be reconsidered to take into account the

possible coupling with modes between the holes and the fibre

boundary. It appears that the revised adiabaticity criterion

requires taper lengths diverging rapidly with increasing size

of the silica region beyond the holes, and that satisfying the

revised criterion requires tapers of impractically long lengths.

2.4 Discussion
The cutoff of the fundamental mode in PCF taper as described

above imposes restrictions on the wavelength range given

PCF tapers can be used for, and has to be kept in mind when

designing PCF tapers. Rather than a limitation, the optimist

will see in the fundamental mode cutoff an opportunity to

design in-fibre short-pass filters. Finally, it is worth noting

that the fundamental mode cutoff, although not familiar in

the world of standard single mode fibres, is not specific to

PCFs. The same phenomenon occurs for essentially the same

reasons in depressed cladding fibres when the core and the

outer cladding have the same refractive index [33], and other

similar phenomena exist for all sorts of tapers.  However,

because of their particular geometry, it is only for PCFs that

the fundamental core mode cutoff results in such a sharp drop

in transmission.

3. Mode transitions in “grapefruit” tapers

3.1 Three states of the light
The cutoff of the fundamental core mode in solid core PCFs

is linked to the size of the region between the holes and the

outer fibre boundary. By reducing the size of that region

dramatically, the cutoff can be avoided, and instead of a mode

transitioning between a confined and a highly leaky state, we

can obtain a mode able to transition adiabatically from being

strongly confined in the core to being confined by the outer

fibre boundary. Further, we have seen that it is the high index

contrast between holes and the background, rather than the

arrangement of the holes, which provides strong confinement

in the core. Fig. 6 shows the cross-section of a “grapefruit”

fibre which satisfies both conditions of high index contrast

and a small distance between the holes and the outer boundary.

Depending on the ratio of the outer diameter OD to

wavelength λ of light guided in such a fibre, guidance can

occur in three different regimes (Fig. 7, left) [27]. At short

wavelengths (large OD/λ), light is well confined in the central

silica region (the core). At wavelengths comparable to the

core size, the evanescent tails of the mode within the holes

start to carry a significant part of the energy. However, the

mode remains well confined by the outer boundary, and the

evanescent part of the fields within the holes are unaffected

by the fibre’s surroundings (embedded regime). Finally when

the wavelength becomes larger than the OD, the mode is only

weakly confined by the outer boundary of the fibre, and

evanescent tails reach outside the fibre (evanescent regime).

Figure 7 compares the modal fields in these three regimes

mode profile of the grapefruit fibre in this regime is very

similar to that of the 725†nm silica nanowire as shown in

Fig. 6. Micrograph of the cross-section of a grapefruit fibre

tapered down to an outer diameter of 9.9µm.

Fig. 7. Calculated mode intensity profile for (left) the

tapered grapefruit fibre; (centre) pure silica photonic wires;

and (right) silica nanowires corresponding to the inner

waveguiding region of the grapefruit fibre. The mode

profiles are plotted for outer diameter to wavelength ratios

(OD/λ) of (a) OD/λ = 3.75 where the mode is in the

embedded regime and is isolated from the environment; (b)

OD/λ = 1.8 – a transition regime; and (c) OD/λ = 0.6,

where the mode is in the evanescent regime. Below each

contour plot are the superimposed intensity and refractive

index profiles along a horizontal section through the centre

of the corresponding photonic wires.
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mode profile of the grapefruit fibre in this regime is very

similar to that of the 725 nm silica nanowire as shown in Fig.

7(a) (right). However, while the evanescent tail of the mode

in the silica nanowire is in the surrounding free space, the

evanescent field of the mode in the grapefruit fibre is mostly

in its holes, isolating the mode from the external environment.

By contrast, when OD/λ is further reduced, either by further

tapering of the nanowire or by operating at longer

wavelengths, the mode begins to leak out of the air-holes, as

illustrated in Fig. 7(b). This transition occurs at a value of

approximately OD/λ = 1.6. Finally, at even smaller values of

OD/λ when the grapefruit fibre is in the evanescent regime,

the mode fills the entire fibre and most of the mode intensity

is guided outside the fibre: for OD/λ = 0.6, 70% of the

intensity is outside the fibre. Interestingly, the intensity guided

outside the grapefruit fibre in this regime is greater than the

corresponding field in a plain silica wire with the same OD,

and is therefore more sensitive to the external environment.

Note that in a standard SMF fibre taper, the mode also

transitions from being confined in the core to being confined

by the outer cladding boundary, to being evanescent. However,

because of the small index contrast between core and cladding,

and the large size of the cladding compared to the core, an

adiabatic transition between those regimes requires much

longer taper lengths than with the grapefruit taper.

The mode properties of the grapefruit tapers are ideal for

sensing applications, and spectroscopic and fluorescent

sensing devices have been demonstrated using SMF tapers

[34, 35]. The embedded regime in the grapefruit fibre extends

down to much smaller OD than in the SMF, enabling ultra-

compact optical delivery mechanism that can be integrated

on to chip-based device platforms. A section of this photonic

wire can then be further tapered into the evanescent regime

and positioned in a fluid-filled channel or compartment for

sensing purposes.  In addition, the increased energy in the

evanescent field that is guided outside the grapefruit fibre in

this evanescent regime gives rise to a more sensitive sensor

than an SMF with the same OD.

3.2 Collapsing the holes

Although tapered MOFs promise to be ideal structures for

evanescent-wave sensing, many biological sensing

applications operate at visible wavelengths, and therefore

require the MOF OD to be less than a few microns. One

difficulty in fabricating such small tapers is the collapse of

the air-holes. Although possible in principle, tapering the

MOFs down to these structural dimensions while preserving

the cross-sectional structure is not trivial.  As it turns out,

however, it is possible to take advantage of the air-hole

collapse [30].

A tapered grapefruit fibre can be made to transition between

the embedded and evanescent regimes through controlled

collapse of the air-holes over a localized region. Instead of

further shrinking the entire fibre, the grapefruit taper is post-

processed in the waist region, where the mode is still

embedded. The mode is allowed to expand by removing the

air-holes that act to confine the mode, essentially transforming

the grapefruit fibre into a solid rod of silica. By collapsing

the air-holes gradually along a length of the tapered grapefruit

fibre, the expanded mode is able to contract back into the

core adiabatically with low loss, when the air-holes reappear

further along the taper.

Figure 8 illustrates the geometry of the hole-collapsed

photonic wire. The grapefruit fibre is adiabatically tapered

down to a waist of OD = 11 µm and several centimetres in

Fig. 8. Schematic of: (a) untapered grapefruit fibre (b)

grapefruit photonic wire tapered by stretching under a

brushing flame, while maintaining the air-holes; (c) the

local heat-treatment of the tapered grapefruit fibre, where it

is held stationary under a flame, causing the air-holes to

collapse; (d) cross-sectional micrographs of the grapefruit

fibres in (a) – (c).

Fig. 9. (a) Simulated evolution of the field intensity as the

core mode propagates through a region of the photonic

wire where the holes collapse and re-appear. The thin lines

represent the outline of the taper and collapsing holes. (b)

Cross-sectional field intensity distribution at various

positions along the taper, as the mode propagates through

the heat-treated region.

with those of a single silica rod of the same diameter as the

OD of the grapefruit fibre (Fig. 7, centre) and of same diameter

as the grapefruit fibre core, calculated with a beam

propagation method.

Fig. 7 (a) (left) shows the mode profile of the grapefruit fibre

in the embedded regime, at OD/λ = 3.75. At a wavelength of

λ=633 nm this example corresponds to OD = 2.3 µm, and a

core of approximately 725 nm in diameter. Here, the mode is

tightly confined in the core of the fibre and isolated from the

external environment, unlike the plain silica photonic wire

with the same OD, where the mode spans the entire cross-

section of the fibre as shown in Fig. 7(a) (centre). In fact, the
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length, initially without collapsing the holes. The waist of

the taper is then post-processed by applying the flame without

stretching the fibre (Fig. 8(c)). This localized heating allows

the surface tension of the silica to collapse the holes over a

small length of the taper, determined by the heat distribution.

Consequently, this further reduces the waist diameter to 8

µm. SEM images of sections of the taper with and without

the air-hole collapse are shown in Fig. 8(d).

Figure 9(a) illustrates the principle of the expanding mode

through a simple BPM simulation, using a 6 µm structure

with circular air-holes. These simulations show the field

intensity evolution of the fundamental mode at 1.55 µm

wavelength, propagating through the 2000 µm length waist

of a tapered MOF, in which the air-holes collapse and re-

appear. As the air-holes collapse, the initially-confined mode

expands, eventually spanning the entire cross-section of the

fibre and confined by the outer silica-air boundary (Fig. 9(b)).

When the holes disappear completely, a small portion of the

field extends beyond the fibre boundary and becomes highly

sensitive to the surrounding. Similarly to an SMF taper, the

evanescent field is weak at this diameter, and the propagation

is strongly affected only when the taper is index-matched. It

is possible, however, to increase the evanescent field

protruding outside the fibre by further tapering the fibre to

smaller dimensions. As the holes re-appear, the expanded

mode contracts and once again becomes confined in the core

by the air-holes, eventually resembling the launched mode.

The simulation yields negligible loss from the propagation,

indicating a adiabatic collapse and reappearance of the air-

holes.

 Figure 10 shows the transmission spectra of a tapered

grapefruit fibre, before and after heat-treatment, where the

loss is below 0.1 dB when the fibre is initially tapered. This

loss remains under 1 dB when the air-holes are collapsed

through heat-treatment, suggesting the mode re-adjusts itself

as the holes re-appear further along the taper. Oscillations

start to appear in the spectrum, indicating coupling to, and

beating with, higher order modes. Figure 10 also shows the

Fig. 10. Transmission spectra of tapered grapefruit fibre

referenced to the untapered fibre. Prior to heat-treatment,

the bare and index-matched tapers have almost-identical

spectra. After heat-treatment, when the holes have

collapsed, the transmission in the index-matched case is

lower by over 35 dB.

 spectra of the taper immersed in index-matching fluid, before

and after heat-treatment. Prior to heat-treatment, the spectra

of the taper with and without index-matching overlay each

other almost perfectly. This indicates strong isolation of the

mode from the environment while the air-holes are open.

However, when the heat-treated taper is index-matched, the

transmitted power is strongly attenuated by over 35 dB, in

the 1200 to 1700 nm wavelength range. This is a strong

indication that the collapse of the air-holes has allowed the

mode to expand to the outer boundary of the fibre, becoming

extremely sensitive to external disturbances.

4. Conclusion

PCF have affected the fibre research community on two fronts.

While the design and fabrication of PCFs with properties

found in no other fibres such as air-core guidance is a profound

development, their impact on our understanding of

conventional fibres has been just as deep.  Numerous effects

first observed in PCFs have subsequently been repeated in

simpler structures, once researchers knew to look for them.

In the present case, the cutoff properties associated with

tapering that we have described, are all found to a greater or

lesser degree in other fibres, but it is only the flexibility and

variability of photonic crystal and micro-structured fibres

which allows to understand these effects more deeply and

proceed towards the creation of devices that exploit them.
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Quantum Interference and Coherence: Theory and

Experiments

Zbigniew Ficek and Stuart Swain

Our understanding of the intricacies of quantum mechanics

flows, inexorably, from the consideration of optics.  The

manifestation of wave-particle duality in light, the photo-

electric effect, quantum coherence, entanglement and other

phenomena speak of the power and insight gained from having

accessible and controllable quantum systems.  Given that we

have been exploring quantum mechanics, and specifically

quantum optics for 100 years now, one might have thought

there was nothing new to say – nothing could be further from

the truth!  In fact quantum optics and the exploitation of

quantum interference is in high demand these days as

researchers strive to translate quantum phenomena from

research laboratories into technological applications.  Against

this backdrop, Ficek and Swain’s excellent book is a timely

addition to the quantum canon.

This work is more heavily slanted towards theory than

experiment, but illustrates the theoretical results nicely with

due reference to the important experiments.  This is a welcome

feature which improves readability of this work over many

of its more theoretical companions which are not so well

grounded.  This book sits (both metaphorically and on my

bookshelf) between Bachor and Ralph –

A guide to experiments in quantum optics, and Mandel and

Wolf – Optical coherence and quantum optics.  More

theoretical than the former and with more pictures than the

latter, I can see this becoming one of my first ports of call

when researching topics.

Although the title is ‘Quantum interference’, the authors are

really dealing with optical interference.  And optical

interference is treated in all its guises: classical and quantum

interferometry, light-matter interactions (driven, vacuum

induced, and cavity mediated) in two and multi-level atoms,

non-classical light and phase-space interference, and atom

optics.  Starting with a treatment of interferometers and

interferometry, the authors contrast classical and quantum

effects nicely, repeating calculations in both cases.  Such an

approach is especially welcome: particularly as the precision

of experimental apparatus improves.

But where the book really shines is in its treatment of light-

matter interactions.  Some two thirds of the book deals with

the properties of driven atoms.  Using the essential language

of density matrices and master equations, the reader learns

of the fundamentals of driven systems, cavity effects (full

and half cavities), decoherence free subspaces, electro-

magnetically induced transparency, slow and fast light,

propagation in optically dense media and photonic bandgap

structures, amongst others.  All these topics are treated with

rigour and clarity, and accompanied by figures showing

pertinent experimental results.

One notable omission for me, however, was the lack of

mention of post-selected effects, such as are harnessed for

the realization of quantum gates, for example the KLM (Knill-

Laflamme-Milburn) quantum computing scheme.  Still, the

fine treatment of Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometry will

prepare students wishing to progress into Linear Optics

Quantum Computing.

I would recommend this book as a useful addition to any optics

research library.  I would not give this book to undergraduates,

however, as I fear it may scare some of them off, but it would

be a useful reference when preparing material for a quantum

optics course.  The stated aim of the Springer Series in Optical

Sciences is to generate books “Öof use to all research scientists

and engineers who need up-to-date reference books.” and this

work succeeds admirably in that respect.

Dr Andrew D. Greentree

Centre for Quantum Computer Technology

School of Physics

University of Melbourne, 3010

Book Review.
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Report on Science meets Parliament

2005

Summary

Overall, SmP 2005 was successful and has received

highly favourable comments from Parliamentarians,

participants and sponsors.

As a result, the FASTS Board has determined that

SmP should be presented again in 2006. There was a

strong view that the move from the 2nd half of the

year to March was successful and that will be retained

in 2006. The Board also considered the forums to be a

useful addition to the structure of SmP and these are

to be enhanced next year. In addition, the briefing day

will have a stronger emphasis on professional

development and understanding of the policy process.

Key features of SmP 2005 were;

• Much greater emphasis on proper matching

of Parliamentarians’ choices and

participants’ expertise;

• Greater emphasis on the ‘science’ as distinct

from generalized lobbying on broad science

funding issues;

• Introduction of forums, deletion of Cocktail

party and moving dinner to Parliament

House; and

• Expansion of the concept of ‘meeting

Parliament’ to include policy researchers and

support staff for Parliamentarians,

Parliamentary Committees and the

Department of the Parliamentary Library.

SmP 2005 At A Glance

Participation of scientists and technologists was very

strong and easily surpassed all previous SmPs.

Indeed, such was the demand, registrations were

closed nearly a month before the event (the first time

this has been done).

• Participation of Parliamentarians was strong.

• The hypothetical has influenced the national

debate on Australia’s preparedness to deal

with a viral pandemic.

• Both the dinner and National Press Club

lunch were very well attended and easily

surpassed previous SmPs.

• Changing the dinner from the second to the

first day and shifting it to the Great Hall was

successful with 81% of both full registrants

and PhD/Postdocs attending the dinner.

• SmP has created international interest and

this year a delegation from Korea, including

5 Parliamentarians and 3 members of the

Korean Science Foundation, attended to

observe SmP.

Financial Statement

Income and expenditure were both higher for SmP

2005 than in previous years. The higher income

reflects;

a) stronger sponsorship, and

b) marked reduction in complementary tickets.

The increased expenditure is a result of;

a) moving the dinner from Old Parliament

House to the Great Hall,

b) substantial increase in numbers attending the

dinner; and

c) significant financial investment in

hypothetical.

SmP 2005 At A Glance

Participating Parliamentarians 142

Total Participation by scientists,

technologists and sponsors.

316

Registered for meetings 211

Total number of meetings 144

No. at Dinner 310

No. at National Press Club lunch 270

No. at ‘Science for Breakfast’ 46

No. at forums at APH 280 (approx)

SmP 2005 Debit Credit

Income

Delegate Registrations ($740.00) $41,195.08

Sponsorship (16 groups) $79,000.00

additional SmP Dinner ($327.27) $981.82

 ($1,067.27) $121,176.90

 Net Income 120,109.63

Expense

Bank and Bankcard Fees (479.63) $0.00

Venue - SmP Dinner (5,454.54) $0.00

Briefing Day NPC lunch and
hire

(12,800.00) $0.00

Cocktails-sponsor (629.09) $600.00

SmP Breakfast APH (2,243.63) $0.00

SmP Lunch APH (2,623.18) $0.00

SmP Dinner  Great Hall, APH (37,545.34) $0.00

Other Event Admin. (9,608.32) $0.00

Conference Folders (500.00) $0.00

Speaker's Travel (2,656.99) $0.00

Board Travel (1,969.93) $0.00

Speaker's Accom. (315.91) $0.00

Board Accom. (1,756.28) $113.64

Salaries & Wages (39,016.85) $0.00

Staff Amenities (15.36) $0.00

Postage & Stationary (247.44) $0.00

Printing & Photocopying (2,766.77) $0.00

Web Assistance & Hosting (1,576.82) $0.00

 (122,206.08) 713.64

Net Expenses $121,492.44

Net expenses $123,273.35

Net income $120,823.27

Profit/(loss) ($1,382.81)

Participated in meetings 73

Participated in meetings and attended

dinner

50

Attended dinner only 1 6

Advisors participated in meetings in lieu

of Parliamentarians

9

Participated in hypothetical and labour

market forum only

4

Total participation 142

Did not participate 83

Total Parliamentarians 225

% Participation 63.11%
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The net result shows a small loss, however, previous

SmP budgets had not properly accounted for the true

costs to FASTS of organising SmP notably office

wages.

Participation – Parliamentarians

Data reported for all previous SmPs have not been

corrected to take account of cancellations that always

occur in the final day or so, thus overstate actual

participation. Therefore SmP 2005 would seem to

have achieved at least the 2nd highest number of

participating Parliamentarians.

* There were 225 Parliamentarians at the time of

SmP 2005

** Data corrected for cancellations.

It is worth noting there was a comparatively high

level of Parliamentarians unavailable for SmP. The

seat of Werriwa was vacant due to the resignation of

Mark Latham. In addition, there were at least nine

other absentees including:

• 3 on maternity leave;

• 3 on medical leave; and

• 3 were overseas or interstate.

When these are taken into account 66% of available

Parliamentarians participated.

On Monday 7th, the President and Executive Director

addressed a private meeting of the House of

Representatives Standing Committee on Science and

Innovation for an hour. Seven of the ten committee

members attended, including the Chair and Deputy

Chair. One committee member who attended the

meeting did not participate in any other SmP

activities.

FASTS do not have accurate data on attendance by

Parliamentarians in the forums. There were at least 3

at the climate change forum and 5 at the hypothetical

(in addition to participants). One of these did not

participate in other SmP events.

There were 13 meetings with advisors – 10

Ministerial Advisors, 2 Shadow Ministers’ advisors

and the portfolio advisor for the Democrats.2

Participation – registrants

There were 211 registrants for meetings with

Parliamentarians (including 37 sponsor nominees).

There were 32 registrants who self-identified as PhD

and ECRs – a lower figure than expected.

There were 310 bookings for the dinner including 56

Parliamentarians and 4 advisors.

There were 270 attendees at the National Press Club

lunch (not including media and NPC Board

members).

The total number of registrants, sponsor nominees

and industry attendees in SmP were 316 (not

including those from CRCs, Land and Water, AFFA

and several bio-medical groups who attended the

forums).

SmP 2005 is by far the biggest SmP in terms of

participation by scientists, technologists and industry

representatives.

Meetings

There were 147 meetings organised for SmP. Three

were held on Monday 7th, three on Tuesday 8th the rest

on Wednesday 9th.

Despite the last minute cancellations and time

changes, we were able to ensure that 96% of

registrants had at least two meetings. 28 registrants

had 3 meetings, 16 only had 1 meeting. 8 of those

only got one meeting because 4 presented at forums,

3 were executive members and 1 was only available

for a restricted period in the morning, thus only 8

‘conventional’ registrants did not get two meetings:

An excellent outcome given the number of

participants and the unavoidable problem of last

minute changes to times and cancellations.

Sponsors

There were 16 sponsors for this years SmP realizing

$79,000. The sponsors were: (new sponsors in italics)

Ancillary Events

Forums

The three forums at Parliament House were well

attended with about 20 at the labour market forum,

about 135 at climate change and 125 at the

hypothetical. There were 2, 3 and 5 Parliamentarians

respectively in the audience plus an unknown number

of Parliamentary advisors and researchers (at least 12

at climate change and at least 20 at the hypothetical).

The hypothetical was very successful in terms of the

quality of panellists, quality of information and

discussion and above all else, its capacity to seriously

engage the attention of a senior Minister and Shadow

Minister.

The hypothetical has been highly influential in

shifting the debate in the media from international

stories about avian-flu and WHO commentary to

Participation in SmP

Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2005

Parliamentarians (226 total)* 139 165 142 130 151 142**

DEST Academy of Science

ARC Biotechnology Australia

NHMRC ATSE

InnovationXchange Michael Johnson and Assoc

CSIRO Go8 Universities

Medicines Australia NTEU

Australian Computer Society Bio21

ATN Universities Research Australia

Participation in SmP

Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2005

Scientists 175 187 186 162 260 316
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Scientists

Parliamentarians

Perhaps the only interesting thing in the statistics is

the different rating between 1st and 2nd meeting from

the scientists, which may indicate something about

their greater ease or changed expectations although it

is unwise to over-determine any statistical

information.

The data from Parliamentarians is not particularly

useful as vast majority will never put adverse

comments or scores in writing.

In summary, the qualitative feedback from scientists

was very positive with various people commenting on

how well organised SmP was this year.

Additional informal comments from

parliamentarians

I have spoken informally with about 15

Parliamentarians face-to-face since their meetings or

forums and have received more than 25 e-mails,

letters and phone calls from Parliamentarians and a

number of senior staff.

The vast majority of commentary has been highly

favourable. Four Parliamentarians have indicated they

will be following up with all three of the scientists

addressing Australia’s preparedness for a pandemic.

FASTS note the 2005/6 budget included increased

funding to enhance Australia’s diagnostic capacity for

a flu pandemic which is a result of the hypothetical.

Biotechnology Australia presented a forum called

Understanding the Drivers of Public Concern: a case

study based on understanding and attitude to stem

cell applications at the NPC on Tuesday 8th of March.

This was a concurrent session for people who had

attended SmP before and therefore were not required

to attend the main afternoon session presented by

political and lobbying advisors. About 25 people

attended and the quality of questions and discussion

was very high.

Science for Breakfast

This was a smaller event than in 2003 because fewer

PhD/Postdocs registered. 31 people registered prior to

the event. An additional 5 signed on at briefing day

and 9 advisors/researchers attended.

Topics

(see tablebove, this  page)

* Invasive species aggregated with agri and

aqua-cultural sciences in registrants choices –

disaggregated here on basis of description of

work

** Both registrants and Parliamentarians could

choose multiple topics

It is important to note the major mismatch of ‘supply

and demand’ on a number of these topics. This

created major difficulties maximising quality of the

meetings.

Feedback

As part of SmP, FASTS asked scientists and

Parliamentarians to fill out an evaluation form.  The

response rate was low and thus is not statistically

useful (we have received more e-mails from

participants than filled out the evaluation form and

these, with one exception, are unreservedly positive).
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Rating overall success 6.13
Use of briefing day 5.93
Rate meetings: No. 1 5.06
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Rate forums 5.4
Rate dinner function 6.2

Question Average score

Rate meetings 6.1

Rate documentation 5.4

Rate dinner 6.3

Rate forums 6.5
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they met (and FASTS are aware this has happened in

at least three of these cases).

Nearly all commented specifically on the quality of

matching interests and expertise and how it was better

done than in previous years.

A number of comments from Parliamentarians and

staff on the quality of the PhD and ECR participants –

the ‘shone’, “they were wonderful, so enthusiastic”.

By way of contrast, three commented adversely on

older participants: ‘Dead wood’, ‘boring’.

Two commented on the naivity of political arguments

on career pathways “why complaining about Govt  -

what role institutions and their culture?”

I have had a number of comments about the forums.

While most were positive, concerns were raised by

late starts to both the labour market and climate

change forum (although in the case of the Labour

market forum it was delayed because

Parliamentarians were late).

We received a number of very favourable comments

on the hypothetical from Parliamentarians and several

requests from advisors/researchers/medi wanting

transcripts.

Lots of favourable comments about the dinner both

during and after – only complaint raised being Kovac

speech far too long.

Bradley Smith

Executive Director FASTS

June 2005

(Footnotes)
1 The number of Parliamentarians at the dinner

may not be exact. There were at least two ‘no shows’
although, on the other hand, there were three
Parliamentarians who turned up with out having
RSVP’d.

2 The 4 meetings with staff additional to the 9
recorded in the chart comprise 2 meetings with
advisors in addition to the Parliamentarians’
participation and 2 separate meetings with advisors
for 2 Ministers unable to participate.

Position Vacant

Australian Optical Society

Newsletter

Editor
The AOS is seeking an editor for the newsletter.

This is a quarterly publication conveying optics

news, scientific articles and optics advertising to

the Australian Optics community.

The editor will be paid an honorarium of $2000

p.a  or $500 per issue.

Applications and enquiries for this position should

be addressed to the President of the Society, Dr

Murray Hamilton

Tel: (08) 8303 3994

Fax: (08) 8303 4380

murray.hamilton@adelaide.edu.au

Wanted!!
High resolution Colour Photos and Graphics for AOS publicity purposes

(including the front cover of AOS News).
Please email these to the editor murray.hamilton@adelaide.edu.au

NB if the file is larger than 10MB, please first email a warning that the file is

on its way!
(This gives me time to clear my spam folder and make room on the server - Ed.)
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We represent:  
• Polarization Maintaining Devices 1064, 1310, 1550nm 

PM beam splitter/combiner, isolator PBS, In-line polarizer, PM circulator, PM fibre 
pigtail and patch cords, 1X2 2X2 PM filter coupler, PM WDM, PM isolator, PM Dense 
WDM 100 or 200GHz channel spacing, PM fibre collimator, PM Faraday Mirror.  

 

• Optical Isolator 1064, 1310, 1480, 1550nm 
Single stage, dual stage, isolator core, free space, polarization   insensitive, 
Polarization maintaining isolator. 

 

• High Power Isolators 
High power isolator core, 1064nm PI isolator 3W(CW), 1064nm PM isolator 3W(CW) 
 

• 80um Reduced Cladding PM and non-PM components  
Polarization insensitive isolator, PM isolator, WDM, collimator, coupler, faraday 
mirror 

• Optical coupler & splitter 
FTTH splitter 1:32, Standard and broadband coupler, wide band tree & star coupler 
1x2, 1x4, 1x8, 2x2, 4x4, 8x8, 32x32, broadband monolithic coupler, wavelength 
flattened coupler  

• Fibre Optic circulator 3 port and 4 port 
           Polarization insensitive and 3 port Polarization maintaining circulator 

• Large diameter low NA fiber optic patch cord 
Core/Cladding 127/140, 220/240, 400/440, 600/660, 800/880 micron with FC and 
SMA905 connectors 

• Plastic Optical Fiber Cable  
1mm fiber(0.98mm core Polymethyl Methacryate –PMMA), Duplex zip or round Dplx 

• Optical Attenuators
Variable optical attenuators 1310 or 1550nm, fixed attenuator, fiber coupled fixed 
attenuator. 

AFW engineering team, serve our customers by immediate response to inquiries in all fields of 

technical communications and delivering quickly and cost effectively. 

Products & technical inquiries please contact:
 

Australian Fibre Works Pty Ltd
ABN 87103953920

TEL: +613 97024402 FAX: +613 97086883
Email:Sales@afwtechnology.com.au, WEB:http://www.afwtechnology.com.au

Australian Fibre Works Pty Ltd
Fibre Optic & Micro Optic Components
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